ABSTRACT This paper presents the technology and laboratory testing of an embedded system that enables inter-vehicular communication for real-time route guidance (RG). Specifically, it presents a developed prototype for testbed deployment of the vehicle-to-vehicle-based RG algorithm by Hawas and El-Sayed. For efficient communication and to prevent data overflow, the RG algorithm only allows message exchange among vehicles within the so-called geo-fence regions, which are in the vicinity of the urban network intersections. The utilization of exchanged data among vehicles for real-time navigation and best route finding follows a specific protocol and screening conditions to minimize data overflow and communication requirements. This paper reviews the detailed procedure and the mathematical formulations of the RG algorithm. Detailed functional analysis was performed on the system, and technical requirements were subsequently identified. Based on these requirements, the on-board units were designed, and the functionality was validated with different test cases. To further investigate the performance of the RG algorithm in the real world, different laboratory scenarios were formed to emulate various field conditions. The description of each scenario and the results are discussed in detail.
I. INTRODUCTION
Traffic congestion is one of the most common urban transportation problems and can cause massive losses of time and fuel. To alleviate congestion, implementing traditional methods such as extending infrastructure and building new roadways are sometimes undesirable and infeasible due to the limitations of space and budgets. Smart real-time route guidance (RG) is becoming one of the most popular research topics in solving congestion problems. Unfortunately, in terms of deployment of these smart RG systems, there is a disparity between state of the art in research and state of the art in practice. Intelligent transportation system (ITS)-based RG algorithms employ advanced computation and communication technologies to predict the dynamic congestion levels in a network and to depict the shortest travel path for every vehicle to reach its destination. Many challenges are faced in the deployment of such smart RG solutions. In this paper, we highlight these challenges and illustrate how such systems can be developed and tested.
RG algorithms are commonly classified in literature as either centralized or distributed [1] - [3] , with many variations based on algorithmic procedures, detection and communication requirements, and control facilities, to name a few. In a centralized architecture, a single traffic management center (TMC) predicts traffic congestion evolution and provides consistent path guidance to vehicles [4] , [5] . Although the centralized approach upholds a thorough and accurate analysis of traffic information, some limitations have been reported. Due to the dynamic nature of the transportation network, the TMC easily gets overloaded with information transferred from many participants, which demands vast computation, storage capacity, and communication capability. Since TMC resources are limited, the system cannot handle massive data processing, which results in performance deterioration [6] . As thousands of vehicles are connected with the TMC to receive specific RG updates (i.e., unicasting), the centralized architecture encounters challenges with network dynamics, which can eventually stress the backhaul links and create congestion in the wireless network [7] . If the TMC is deployed to cover relatively large areas (e.g., an entire city), it is likely that the information delivery will suffer from latency and delay issues, which may affect the efficiency of the time-critical RG. Furthermore, these systems have been reported to have high operational costs [8] and be more prone to TMC failures [9] ; if the TMC fails, the entire system will stop functioning.
In contrast, distributed architectures have been proposed as an alternative to operate real-time reactive strategies that rely on limited information. Because information is processed in a distributed way, the system requires less computational power and data storage (see [3] for more details). Since the RG algorithm is localized and performed at the edge of the network, the response times on the control actions are significantly improved. Also, distributed systems create less overhead or overflow since the communications are limited within the local controllers' territories [10] . These distributed architectures have been further classified as non-cooperative and cooperative systems. In a non-cooperative distributed system, the local controllers are distributed to provide reactive RG for vehicles based on the limited information extracted from the local controller's territory only. In non-cooperative systems, the local controllers work independently without being connected with one another. Hawas and Mahmassani [1] proposed a non-cooperative decentralized structure and a family of simple heuristic-based rules for a reactive real-time RG system. The system was envisioned as a set of local controllers distributed in the network to sense vehicle information such speed and density and to utilize this information to guide vehicles within the local controller's territory. As hardware units, the local controllers (placed at intersections) extract some traffic measures within their specified space. Such traffic measures were utilized in determining routing decisions. As the controllers were non-cooperative, the system had the potential drawback of vehicle cycling.
Distributed cooperative systems play a primary role in resolving the cycling problem encountered in noncooperative systems by enabling communication and cooperation between adjacent decentralized local controllers. Hawas [3] presented a decentralized cooperative system for real-time RG. The system performed knowledge exchange between adjacent local controllers to evaluate the alternative sub-paths emanating from the decision node towards the destination. Another distributed approach for vehicle routing, which uses a multi-agent system, was reported in [11] . In the cooperative scheme, the system adopts a vehicleto-infrastructure (V2I) communication for RG. For routing decisions, the infrastructure agents (local controllers) were utilized to provide predictive traffic density information for vehicles to compute the shortest route to the destination. These cooperative systems provide reliable RG to vehicles and avoids the cycling seen in non-cooperative systems. However, cooperative systems require additional technological infrastructure to enable data transfer among the local controllers (infrastructure to infrastructure communication), in addition to the essential communication between local controllers and their territory vehicles (two-way communication V2I). With these communication requirements, cooperative systems naturally have limitations as they impose higher implementation costs and have scalability issues. For example, when a cooperative system extends its RG coverage to other locations, additional infrastructure hardware is required to shield the new areas, leading to an increase in deployment cost. Moreover, this requires establishing connectivity between the new and existing local controls, which means reconfiguring the local controllers and leads to increased operation and management costs.
To the best of the authors' knowledge, no well-developed normative centralized or decentralized RG methodologies (with explicit real-time RG to vehicles) have been tested or implemented in the field. These systems require data centers or local controllers and communication infrastructure (with high cost). Few existing systems, such as Google Maps [12] and TomTom [13] , can be regarded as real-time centralized RG systems, but the accuracy of such systems has not been verified or reported by researchers in the field. It is also not clear how these systems collect vehicular data and estimate the link travel times that are essential to estimating shortest routes. Initial field assessments by the authors of this study indicated some considerable variations between travel times estimated by Google Maps and actual travel times, especially during peak hours.
To enable RG deployment in real time, one must design a system that is least dependent on TMC hardware support or V2I communication. This is only possible through inter-vehicular communication (IVC) or VANET technologies. Using VANET technology, vehicles perform a distributed coordination with other vehicles using vehicleto-vehicle (V2V) communication for many safety [14] and end-user application systems [15] . The literature includes different domains of V2V technologies (e.g., cooperation [16] , routing [17] , clustering [18] , platooning [19] , and data dissemination [20] ) due to its flexible nature of adapting to different network topologies without any additional infrastructure support. Compared with other centralized and decentralized systems, the V2V-based RG algorithm could be easily deployed at a lower cost.
A recent extension to the distributed cooperative system was the introduction of the so-called inter-vehicular communication-based RG algorithms, which enabled information exchange between vehicular entities at specific locations only when some screening criteria were satisfied [10] , [21] . The communication between any two vehicles was initiated and exchanged data were used for real-time navigation if and only if some specific conditions were met (as will be reviewed in the following section). V2V algorithms may have differences, such as the extent of communication range, frequency of the exchanged data, and algorithmic processing methodology, based on the adapted communication standards [22] . Nonetheless, incorporating V2V-based RG algorithms entails the least communication requirements (compared to centralized or decentralized distributed V2I systems). The classification of different architecture metrics for RG algorithms is outlined in Table 1 . Previously, two different IVC-based RG algorithms (named forward and backward) were developed and tested in a simulation environment and compared against the centralized and decentralized RG algorithms reported in [21] . The simulation results in [21] were promising and encouraging to implement a third IVC-based algorithm with lesser communication requirements and more efficient communication protocol [10] . The third IVC-based RG algorithm in [10] was tested through simulation, and it was proven to be easily implemented in a real-time environment and reduce communication complexity, processing time, and bandwidth. This paper reviews the mathematical formulation of the IVC-based RG algorithm developed by Hawas and El-Sayed [10] and the details of the hardware technology used to implement it. We also discuss the performed lab test results. Section II summaries related research. Section III reviews the IVC-based RG algorithm by Hawas and El-Sayed [10] . Section IV introduces the system requirements for implementing the algorithm in realtime. Section V discusses the system design, and Section VI presents the functional testing. Section VII discusses the test-bed scenarios and system evaluation, and Section VIII briefly discusses one performed real-time field test. Finally, Section IX concludes this paper.
II. RELATED LITERATURE WORK
In the centralized RG architecture, most of the existing work (e.g., [4] , [5] , [7] ) was impractical for real-time implementation and may require high operational costs due to the complexity and additional hardware support required. There are other online centralized services such as Google Maps [12] and TomTom [13] that provide normative routing suggestions on a macroscopic level. In these systems, all vehicles with same origin and destination would be instructed to take the same route at a specific time instance, which might shift the congestion but may not distribute it. There are no published articles on how Google Maps collects and processes individual vehicular data or links traffic conditions, but apparently these infrastructure-based systems analyze the data from phone GPS devices to estimate the travel time from source to destination. For this purpose, the service adapts massive centralized data centers, which demand massive computational power and storage. Moreover, these online RG models have not been verified by researchers, nor have their accuracy levels been compared or studied with the other existing systems.
In the literature, inter-vehicular communications have been predominantly used to perform several network management functions and for various ITS applications (e.g., [22] - [24] ). In particular, the V2V-based RG is one of the ITS applications based on important factors, including nature of information and knowledge being shared among vehicles. The nature of information with dynamic real-time route update by Ding et al. [25] provided a reliable RG and served better than the static mechanism that worked principally on the shortest path algorithms (e.g., Dijkstra) using fixed historic parameters (Wei and Meng [26] ). The knowledge shared among vehicles should precisely extract routing information with minimum possible information size. When routing information is shared at the global knowledge level, the information size becomes higher and consumes more processing power. With an increase in participants sharing global information in the network, congestion will occur in the network due to its higher data rate. On the other hand, when the routing information is shared at the local knowledge level, simpler and more feasible RG can be achieved within a short coverage range.
To develop an RG model with reduced computational and communication overhead, distributed V2Vs are amongst the most promising technologies to process information at the edge of the network without a centralized infrastructure or hardware support [27] . For example, Ding et al. [25] presented a V2V-based real-time RG algorithm that adapts a limited-scope flooding strategy to find potential shortest routes and bypass void areas. The shortest travel time was estimated by disseminating the route query (RQ) and route reply (RR) packets in the network. However, this scheme does not update the routes of vehicles during trips. Likewise, Pan et al. [28] developed a V2V-based distributed re-routing strategy to avoid congestion. The system adopted a fixed threshold value to select the least congested lane, which may not be feasible for urban roadway environments. Another threshold-based V2V re-routing scheme was proposed in [29] . This system used a trust probability to decide whether the current guided route remains the shortest travel time. For this purpose, a vast data collection was performed, which required much storage and a complex data structure. Overall, the existing systems in the literature require more data processing and massive wireless communication bandwidth allocation. Moreover, none of these systems have actually been deployed for real-life testing and verification.
Unlike other existing systems, Hawas and El-Sayed [10] devised an autonomous real-time RG algorithm, which included the best factors of dynamic nature of information and local knowledge. When compared with the existing inter-vehicular systems, this algorithm does not create any overhead in the network or data overflow, and it operates at minimal cost. In the following section, we review the mathematical formulation of the algorithm and its functionalities through a network example.
III. ALGORITHM
The proposed algorithm allows information exchange among vehicles at some locations previously specified in the network (e.g., real life physical intersections or mid-link virtual nodes). Namely, the exchanged information by each vehicle includes its identification number, its origin node, the reversed trajectory of its path, the travel time on its current link, and the travel time along the reversed trajectory of its actual path to its current location. This exchanged information is utilized to estimate the shortest travel time path of any vehicle from its current location to its destination.
The methodology of the RG algorithm using V2V 
When vehicle v enters the network and starts its trip at any time t, it has an initial travel time t o (v) and an assigned path P o (v) with an expected minimum travel time
. This initial path P o (v) and the corresponding travel time T o (P o (v)) may be estimated using a suitable shortest path algorithm (e.g., Dijkstra) based on some historical information in the network.
At any node i and time t, v
denote the set of vehicles along links (k, i ) and (j, i ) at time t, respectively. The links (k, i ) and (j, i) belong to the set of incoming links to node i: l − i . Similarly, the links (i, k) and (i, j) belong to the set of outgoing links of node i:
) that includes only the vehicles that have already reached and queued within the communication range (geo-fence) of node i at time t.
The geo-fence at node i can be represented by the area trapped between two circles (centers are located exactly at node i) whose radii are G n i (inner smaller radius) and G x i (outer larger radius), respectively, where G n i < G x i . Vehicles are allowed to communicate if and only if they are located between these two circles close to node i. If G n i = 0, vehicles can communicate within the larger circle whose radius is equal to G x i , and they can continue communicating until they reach node i itself. The definition of the geo-fence by the two circles is crucial to the implementation of the algorithm. Setting the inner radius to a value higher than zero will enable vehicles the necessary time and chance to utilize the communicated information to actually alter the route and make necessary maneuvers to align themselves to the lanes for the newly estimated path movement. The general definition of candidate vehiclesv
is the set of vehicles within the geo-fence of node i. That is, v ∈v
For simplicity, for the remainder of this paper, we shall assume that the internal geo-fence radius is set to zero (i.e., G n i = 0) and the external geo-fence radius G x i = G i . In this case, where the internal geo-fence is set to zero, the set of candidate vehicles within the geo-fence will be represented as follows:
A searcher vehicle within a geo-fence receives specific information from candidate vehicles if a specific screening condition is met (namely, only if the candidate vehicles are within the geo-fence of the closest intersection to the searcher vehicle). The screening condition minimizes the communication bandwidth and reduces data overflow. The geo-fence radius (vehicles' configured communication range) should be dynamically set to account for the current traffic characteristics at the corresponding intersection to enable more accurate data exchange. For example, the geo-fence radius should preferably be increased when free-flow traffic conditions prevail and it should be decreased at higher congestion levels. In other words, a trade-off should be sought. When the radius G i is set to a small value, say G i < 10 meters, the system allows any candidate vehicle v to share its complete current link travel time information (which is most accurate), but the searcher vehicle v would have a limited chance to maneuver to an alternate path within the close proximity of node i. More congestion implies more changes to vehicular travel times over shorter distances. This is why it is more accurate to use a small radius to minimize the error (the difference between the exchanged travel time information and the actual one). On the other hand, by setting the geo-fence range to a maximum limit, say G i = 200 meters, the searcher vehicle v can easily maneuver to alternate paths. This larger geo-fence radius is more suited to low congestion levels.
At any node i and time t, for any vehicle v in the queue of link (k, i), v ∈v node D (v). If vehicle v does not alter its original assigned path until it reaches i, then
. In addition to registering the actual and remaining subsets of the path, the vehicle v registers the sum of actual travel time on all the links along the actual path trajectory T P − (v) and the expected travel time on the remaining part to its destinationT P + (v) . Vehicle v also registers the actual travel time it spends along its current link t v (k, i).
With reference to Fig. 1 , the proposed IVC algorithm allows for information exchange among any searcher vehicle v ∈v
(which is currently on link (k, i) queued at node i at time t) and all the other queued vehicles at node i on all links other than (k, i):v 
Each searcher vehicle v ∈v 
Each vehicle v registers (with continuous updates) its actual travel time spent on its current link when it reaches the downstream node (before it exits). With reference to Fig. 1 , the actual travel time that the candidate vehicle v spent on its current link (j, i) is denoted by t v (j, i). It should be noted that the candidate vehicle v itself, while crossing node j (as a searcher vehicle), would register the travel time along link (i, j) from (candidate) vehicles along (i, j) and queued at j. We denote this travel time by t r v (i, j). It is important to emphasize that while vehicle v does not actually travel link (i, j), it can still capture the link's most recent travel time while crossing node j. As a rule, any vehicle v along any link (j, i) can register its own t v (j, i) when it reaches the downstream node i. Furthermore, it captures the travel time of the opposite (or reversed r) link direction along (i, j), t r v (i, j), from other candidate vehicles at j when v crosses the upstream node j.
The searcher vehicle v will register the data items received from the candidate vehicle v and utilize them in enhancing the remaining part of the trip to its destination node D(v). The specific data items to receive from each of the potential candidate vehicles along the incoming links to i at time t are:
1) The ID of candidate vehicle v and its origin node O(v).
2) The reverse of the trajectory path (
3) The travel time on link (i, j) registered by the candidate vehicle v at node j, t r v (i, j). 4) The travel time along the reversed trajectory of the actual path of the candidate vehicle v, 
The searcher vehicle v follows its prescribed path
is lesser that the previously estimated travel time on T P + (v) . In such a case, vehicle v is assigned to the reversed sub path of vehicle v * P − (v * ) r as the new sub path to its destination. This newly assigned sub path becomes the new sub path for vehicle v:P + (v). For more information on the algorithm and its pseudo code, please refer to Hawas and El-Sayed [10] .
To demonstrate the process, we consider the network shown in Fig. 1 . The searcher vehicle v originated the trip at node a and it has destination node n. Vehicle v starts its trip at time t with an assigned path
At node i, vehicle v meets v, which has an origin node n. Based on the exchanged information from the candidate vehicle v, the vehicle v reevaluates its remaining path to the destination node n and selects one of the following:
1) The remaining part of its own previously assigned path P + (v) with an estimated travel time ofT
2) The reversed trajectory of the actual path of the candidate vehicle v , P − v r , with travel time
Among these two paths, vehicle v selects the one with lesser travel time to the destination node n. That is, if T (i, j, n) is less thanT (i, m, n) , (i, j, n) 
IV. SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
To deploy and test the effectiveness of the RG algorithm, the conventional vehicle in the real-world should be equipped with an on-board unit (OBU) to perform the inter-vehicular communications and other RG algorithm operations. The specific OBU configuration requirements, regarding the software and hardware components, were designed based on the input, processing, and output algorithm functionalities. Based on the OBU input functionality requirements, inputs should feed to the OBU from two different data; sensed and derived information. Regarding the sensed input, the current vehicle information, such as location, time, and speed should be sensed directly from the vehicle itself. For this purpose, a global positioning system (GPS) module should be incorporated in the OBU to sense the vehicle's location. The GPS module should be compatible with other modules in the OBU and should be capable of sensing vehicle information accurately in real-time. Whereas in the derived input, information is obtained from the incoming links' vehicles traveling in opposite directions at particular locations (i.e., the geo-fence) by enabling inter-vehicular communications.
To perform these V2V operations, a wireless transmission module should be incorporated in the OBU to enable message exchange between vehicles at particular geo-fence locations. Moreover, the wireless transmission module should operate on a reliable spectrum and should hold a reliable frequency bandwidth to avoid problems such as connectivity, interference, and mobility issues.
For the processing functionality requirement, the information obtained from the input unit should be processed according to the algorithm procedure, and the desired RG output should be derived. The processing module should have a higher computing clock rate to handle the real-time information. It also requires an integrated flash storage memory to store the computed results. Moreover, with regard to the output functionality requirement, the computed RG information should be displayed as an output to the user. For this purpose, an LCD unit with a good pixel rate should be incorporated in the OBU to display the result. Besides, a user interface with different key sets is essential to allow the users to interact with the system and perform necessary operations defined in the RG algorithm (e.g., selecting initial ''predefined'' route trip information).
Finally, a stable firmware must be developed for the OBUs to manage all the assembled auxiliary units and perform the RG algorithm operations more efficiently without any compatibility issues.
V. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
In this section, we discuss the system design of the OBU hardware and firmware configurations, which were meticulously developed from the functional requirements described in Section IV. As shown in Fig. 2 , the OBU has three auxiliary modules: the main processing module, wireless communication module, and GPS module. These modules were developed separately and integrated into a single OBU unit using serial ports. A firmware was developed to manage the individual hardware modules and to create a user-friendly interface. The OBU unit assembly, hardware, and firmware specifications are further detailed in this section.
A. ONBOARD UNIT (OBU) ASSEMBLY
The central processing module shown in Fig. 2(a) performs all the RG algorithm operations, and it is comprised of an LCD, a keyset, and LEDs. The LCD is used for output visualization, where each keyset enables some specific operation(s) to be carried out and to navigate in the OBU. The LEDs are used to indicate the specific operation currently being performed by the OBU and the successful connection with other auxiliary modules. The GPS module shown in Fig. 2(b) senses the vehicle's location and sends it to the central processing module. The wireless communication module shown in Fig. 2(c) enables inter-vehicular communication and the exchange of information (derived from other candidate OBUs in the same geo-fence).
The developed OBU can be installed in any conventional vehicle, as shown in Fig. 3 . For receiving information, the GPS and wireless communication module are placed on the roof of the vehicle, and the central processing unit is fixed inside the vehicle. Finally, the power source (cable) of the OBU is connected to the vehicle battery. The OBUs were specifically designed to accept a varied input voltage range.
B. HARDWARE INTERFACE
To provide reliable computation power for processing the real-time information, the OBU's main processing module was designed on the NXP LPC 2478 microcontroller with a 32-bit ARM processor. The chipset has a 512 kB on-chip high-speed flash memory that enables the OBU to execute instructions at the maximum system clock rate of 72 MHz. To display the output, the central processing module was integrated with an LCD graphical display of 8 lines × 21 characters (128 × 64 pixels) to enable user interface functionalities. To capture the current vehicle information accurately, the GPS module was equipped with a U-Blox GPS sensor, which features 50 GPS/GLONASS/SBAS channels with 3.5 m CEP. For a reliable V2V information exchange, a wireless communication module with ISM 2.4 -2.4835 GHz frequency, enabled with the uplink and downlink data rate of 250 kbps, was integrated. Finally, for efficient information storage, the OBU was integrated with 4 GB flash storage memory, and a database was created accordingly. The OBU specifications are summarized in Table 2 .
C. FIRMWARE INTERFACE
To enable an uninterrupted stable condition of the different hardware modules (without encountering compatibility issues), a firmware was developed using a C program. Initially, the program was coded and compiled by a C compiler to obtain the object file. Then, the object file was converted into a hexadecimal form using an integrated development environment (IDE) software called Keil [30] . Finally, the generated hexadecimal file was fed to the OBU using the Flash Magic software [31] . The developed firmware enables the GPS and wireless communication modules to connect with the central processing module. In the firmware, the GPS was configured with a baud rate of 9600, 8 data bits, no parity, one stop bit to read the GPS strings and extract position, speed, date, and time. The firmware also configures the wireless communication module with a baud rate of 115200, 8 data bits, no parity, and one stop bit for a reliable V2V message exchange.
VI. FUNCTIONAL TESTING: ON-BOARD UNIT (OBU)
Upon developing the OBUs with the specifications defined in Section V, their functionalities and working conditions were tested before installing them in conventional vehicles. The OBU functional tests varied from basic operations to an advanced level of testing all the complex RG algorithmic operations. Passing the test successfully would make the OBU eligible for instalation in a vehicle. The various OBU tests were grouped into four different categories as detailed further in the following sub-sections.
A. OBU INITIAL SETUP
It is essential to verify the basic operations and configurations of the OBU before installing it in a vehicle. As a primary step, the firmware installed in the OBU was tested, and the firmware version was verified. This test was done to ascertain whether all the developed OBUs employ the same firmware version to avoid any compatibility issues. The firmware ver-VOLUME 7, 2019 sion was tested using the VER keyset present in the OBU. By pressing the VER keyset, the current firmware version installed in the OBU is shown on the OBU display. After verifying the firmware version, the OBU IDs were tested for uniqueness. Each OBU should be given a unique ID for reference purposes in the RG algorithm, and the ID values ranged from 000 to 999. Initially, the ID was configured in each OBU by using the command SIOBDID, Name000 given via serial port (from the computer to OBU) using hyper terminal software. After configuring, the ID was verified by the command GIOBDID using the hyper terminal.
Once the unique ID was configured, the GPS module and the wireless communication module connections were verified. These modules were connected to the central processing unit using serial port pins, and successful connections were verified with the individual LED indicators. Upon successful connection, the corresponding LED lights blink. After performing these initial test cases, each OBU was tested for its consistency. For this test, the OBU was switched ON, and all the essential information fed into the OBU would be displayed. The OBU displayed all the necessary information about the developer, firmware version, and the unique ID, indicating its readiness to perform the RG algorithm.
B. DATA UPLOAD AND GEO-FENCE RANGE SETUP
This section describes how the network information file uploading and the geo-fence configuration were tested. To test the successful uploading of the network file, a text file containing the details of the nodes (intersections), links (lanes), and the possible routes with predefined origin-destination (OD) pairs was created and uploaded to the OBU from the computer via serial port using the hyper terminal. The uploading process was initiated using the OBU DATA keyset. Upon the successful completion of the data transfer, the uploaded file was verified by the message ''Upload Completed'' on the OBU display. Also, using the SELECT keyset, the accuracy of the uploaded dataset was verified. From the uploaded file, the user can select the origin-destination pair with a predefined route to start their trip.
Also, the boundaries of the geo-fence range were verified. Initially, the default geo-fence range was configured as 200 m in every OBU, and it can be updated to any value using the SET-UP keyset in the OBU. The accuracy of the geo-fence range in every OBU was verified from the setup geo-fence screen option in the display unit.
C. OBU INFORMATION EXCHANGE
The OBUs should perform message exchange (send and receive) when they are within the predefined geo-fence range. To verify the message exchange operations, an OBU active trip was verified by the display of an 'TRIP ACTIVE' message to ensure that the vehicle was active on its trip. When the OBUs are within the geo-fence boundary, they should display an 'IN GEO-FENCE' message. Once the OBUs were present within the geo-fence, they transferred information according to the proposed RG algorithm standards. This was verified by the indication of the blinking RF LED present in the sender (candidate) OBUs. When an OBU received information from the candidate OBUs within the geo-fence region, it was verified by the indication of the blinking geo-fence LED present in the receiver (searcher) OBU.
D. OBU ROUTE UPDATE AND DATA DOWNLOAD
In this section, we verify the route update during the trip active time and trace file downloading after the trip time is tested in the OBU. Whenever a searcher OBU receives route update information from the opposite traveling candidate OBUs, the searcher OBU analyzes the received path information and selects the shortest route to travel. If the received path information to the destination has less travel time than the remaining predefined path travel time, the searcher OBU updates its path to the received path. The update on the searcher OBU can be verified by the indication of the OBU display message ( U , U 1 , . . . , Un ), which is based on the number of updates it has received. When the searcher OBU does not update any path and follows the predefined remaining path, it is verified by the message indication 'A', which means that the OBU follows only the predefined path.
Once the OBU completes the trip, the trace file can be downloaded from the OBU for further analysis. Using the DATA keyset, the trace file of the OBU can be transferred from the OBU to the computer using the hyper terminal. The downloading operation can be performed only when the OBU ends its trip or when it is in its idle state. The successful downloading operation can be verified by the message 'DOWN-LOADING' on the OBU display. If attempting to download the trace file during the trip active time, the operation gets aborted and the message 'TRIP ACTIVE' is displayed on the OBU.
Overall, six OBUs were fully developed, and their working conditions were verified with all functional tests. As the tests were performed on the developed OBUs individually, every OBU performed the test actions successfully without errors and functioned explicitly as mentioned in the above test cases. Further, the OBUs were utilized in a test-bed environment under different scenarios, as discussed in the next section.
VII. TEST-BED SCENARIOS
Upon the successful verification of the functionalities, as indicated earlier in Section VI, the OBUs were further tested in different test-bed scenarios in a controlled environment to reflect various operating conditions that may occur in a real-world environment. The purpose of these test-bed scenarios is to verify the RG algorithm's effectiveness in different situations by eliminating real-world factors created from communications that could be encountered during large-scale deployment such as interference. All the scenarios discussed in this paper were crafted carefully to show that the algorithm can effectively provide RG to vehicles even in the worst cases of deficient data exchange. In these following test cases, the focus is only on the RG update with respect to the searcher vehicle and to verify that the shortest path of the searcher vehicle to the destination is achieved. Other real-world compositions of road networks, link-speeds, linklengths, and different levels of network congestion were used in carrying out real-life field tests in Al Ain, UAE. These field tests and results are not reported here and shall be discussed in another forthcoming article. To carry out the test-bed scenarios in the laboratory, a simplified network graph was created with nodes (intersections) connected by fixed travel time links. The geo-fence range for communication was set to 200 m for every node. A total of four different scenarios were created and tested, as discussed in the following sub-sections.
A. SCENARIO I: SEARCHER WITH ALL POSSIBLE LINK INFORMATION
In this scenario, an ideal condition was assumed for the RG algorithm, where the vehicle (represented here by OBU A) receives necessary information from the network at every geo-fence (G i ). The network, as shown in Fig. 4 , was created in the test-bed environment. In this network, OBU A was set to be a moving vehicle with a predefined path (6, 3), (3, 2), (2, 1) from origin node (6) to destination node (1) . The other OBUs (B, C, and D) were set as ''stationary'' at the incoming links of the corresponding geo-fence regions opposite to the traveling direction of OBU A, as shown in Fig. 4 . Each stationary OBU was configured with a clock timer such that it transmits the current link travel time to the searcher OBU. Also, the origin and destination nodes of these stationary OBUs were intentionally set to high values (999) such that their respective origins and destinations do not exist in the network (i.e., D (v) = O v ). Finally, OBU E representing a searcher vehicle, where D (OBU E) = O (OBU A), was configured with an initial assigned path of (1, 2), (2, 5) , (5, 6) and was kept waiting at node (1) within the geo-fence of (G 1 ) until it met the candidate OBU A to perform the message exchange.
The results of this configured scenario are summarized in Table 3 . The test was initiated by OBU A starting to move from node (6) travelling along the predefined path to destination node (1). At every geo-fence region of nodes 6, 3, and 2 (intersections), OBU A received information from the stationary OBUs (B, C, and D). As a searcher, OBU A stored only the current link travel time information (i.e., recorded time because D (v) = O v ) from the received information and used it to compute the reverse trajectory. Subsequently, when OBU A reached the geo-fence range of node (1) (G 1 ), it encountered OBU E and performed message exchange. With respect to OBU E, as its condition matched (i.e., D (OBU E) = O (OBU A)) with OBU A, the searcher OBU E stored all the information from the candidate OBU A, as discussed in Section III.
From the received information, OBUE compared the received reversed trajectory path time (10 min) with the remaining predefined path time (12 min) and selected the shortest path to travel. In this test case, the OBUE updated the originally pre-defined route to the reversed trajectory path (1, 2), (2, 3) , (3, 6) and started the trip to the destination. In this scenario, the proposed RG algorithm enabled OBU E to foresee the network before starting its trip and helped to capture the best route to travel. As the information exchange was carried out by the opposite travelling vehicles, any potential recent incident delays could have been effectively captured and reflected in the route update without any latency issues, which are problematic in many centralized systems.
B. SCENARIO II: SEARCHER WITH MISSING LINK INFORMATION
In this scenario, we tested the system when a vehicle (OBU A) does not find opposite travelling vehicles (i.e., OBU absent) at some geo-fence regions. As per the RG algorithm, when a searcher vehicle does not encounter any opposite vehicle along the incoming links of geo-fence (G i ), it adds its own current link travel time to the summation of the travel time along the reversed trajectory path. That is, the travel time of the reversed link direction is assumed to be equivalent to the travel time of OBU A. In this scenario, we adapted the test-bed, as shown in Fig. 5 . This test is similar to Scenario I (Fig. 4) with OBU C at node (3) and OBU D at node (2) removed. The test report is given in Table 4 . When the test began, OBU A started its trip from the origin node (6) and moved along in its predefined path to the destination node (1) . At the geo-fence range (G 6 ), OBU A encountered OBU B at the incoming links of the geo-fence range and received its information. As the origin destination pair did not match (D (OBU A) = O (OBU B)), the searcher OBU A stored only OBU B's current link travel time information and computed the reverse trajectory path. Later, when OBU A moved to geo-fences (G 3 ) and (G 2 ), it did not encounter any opposite OBUs. Therefore, while leaving the geo-fence zones, as a searcher, OBU A added its own current link travel time to the summation of the travel time along its reversed trajectory path.
Similarly, when OBU A reached geo-fence (G 1 ), it encountered OBU E and exchanged information. From this information, the searcher OBU E compared the received reversed trajectory path time (11 min) from OBU A along with the remaining predefined path time (12 min) and selected the shortest path to travel. In this test case, OBU E updated the route to the received reversed trajectory path (1, 2), (2, 3) , (3, 6) and started its trip to the destination.
In this scenario, the proposed RG algorithm estimates the travel time of the link when a searcher vehicle does not encounter opposite traveling vehicles. In real life, this scenario might be encountered in free-flow traffic conditions. If so, the searcher vehicle uses its own travel time to estimate the reversed trajectory path's travel time.
C. SCENARIO III: SEARCHER WITH MULTIPLE LINK INFORMATION
In this scenario, we test when a vehicle (OBU A) receives information from multiple vehicles (i.e., more than one OBU is in the geo-fence region (G i )). As per the RG algorithm, when the searcher vehicle receives information from more than one opposite candidate vehicle, the searcher vehicle should update and store the most recent received information. For this scenario, we adapted the previous ideal test-bed scenario (in Fig. 4 ) with OBUs C and F at node 3, as shown in Fig. 6 . OBUs C and F were introduced in the network at different times (3 and 4 minutes, respectively).
The results report is given in Table 5 . OBU A started its trip from the origin node (6) and moved along in its predefined path to the destination node (1).
When OBU A moved to geo-fence (G 3 ), it encountered OBU C at time 3 and received information. As the searcher, OBU A stored only the current link information from the received information due to the condition mismatch D (OBU A) = O (OBU C). Similarly, later at time 4, OBU A encountered OBU F at the same geo-fence (G 3 ) and received information. As the current link information from OBU F was more recent than that from OBU C, the searcher OBUA replaced the previously received OBU C information with the more recent information from OBU F and updated the reversed trajectory path.
Later, at time 7, OBU A at geo-fence range (G 2 ) encountered an opposite OBU D. As a searcher, OBU A stored Similarly, when OBU A reached geo-fence (G 1 ), it encountered OBU E and exchanged information. The searcher OBU E compared the received reversed trajectory path time(9 mins) with its remaining predefined path time (12 mins) and selected the shortest path to travel. In this case, OBU E updated the route to the reversed trajectory path (1, 2), (2, 3) , (3, 6) and started its trip to its destination.
D. SCENARIO IV: BEHAVING SIMULTANEOUSLY AS A SEARCHER AND CANDIDATE VEHICLE
In this testing scenario, we test the RG algorithm when two OBUs of two vehicles, v and v, satisfy the conditions
In such a case, each vehicle would act as a searcher and candidate vehicle simultaneously. As shown in Fig. 7 , the network was created in the test-bed environment with (9) nodes. OBUs A and B were set to be the moving in opposite directions, where OBU A started from origin node (1) with a predefined path of (1, 4) , (4, 5) , (5, 8) , (8, 9) to destination node (9), while OBU B started from node (9) with a predefined path of (9, 6), (6, 5) , (5, 2) , (2, 1) to destination node (1) . As shown in the figure, the other OBUs (C, D, E and F) were configured with a clock timer, which transmits their current link travel times to the searcher OBUs. The OBUs (C, D, E and F) were placed as stationary along the incoming links of the corresponding geo-fence regions opposite to the traveling direction of OBU A and OBU B, respectively.
Additionally, the origin and destination nodes of these stationary OBUs were intentionally set to 999 such that the algorithm matching condition always fails. The test scenario was planned such that both OBUs A and B move along the predefined path and meet at the common intermediate node (5) . The test results report is given in Table 6 . OBU A and OBU B started their trips from their respective sources to their destination nodes. At every node, OBU A and OBU B received information from the opposite stationary candidate OBUs and stored only the current link travel time information due to the condition mismatch In this case, OBU A compared the received reversed trajectory path time (4 mins) with the remaining predefined path time (7 mins) and selected the reversed trajectory path [5, 6, 9] to the destination. On the other hand, OBU B compared the received reversed trajectory path time (9 mins) with the remaining predefined path time (8 mins) and selected the remaining predefined path [5, 2, 1] to destination. By exchanging information in both ways using intervehicular communication, the vehicles efficiently managed RG by themselves without any infrastructure support.
VIII. REAL-TIME FIELD TESTING
To test the technology in a real-life environment, a selected portion of the urban network of Al Ain city was selected, as shown in Fig. 8 . The network has several intersections either operated by traffic signals or roundabouts. To configure the field tests, each test was registered as a network graph in the developed OBU ; the intersections and roundabouts were marked as nodes, and the connecting highways between any two successive nodes were considered as links. All nodes were coded using GPS coordinates. Due to space limitations, we shall limit our discussion here to one field test only. Other field tests will be discussed in other papers. In this test, geo-fences were centered at network intersection nodes (signalized intersections or roundabouts) and their radii were set to 200 m.
Five OBUs were installed in conventional vehicles: four travelling in one direction, and the fifth travelling in the opposite direction (Fig. 9 ). Three vehicles (OBU 2, 3, and 5) commenced their trips from origin node 53 to destination node 51 with a predefined path of 53−8−7−4−1−51. A twominute headway was introduced to synchronize the four travelling vehicles to meet the opposite traveling vehicle (OBU 6) at different geo-fence locations. OBU 6 started the trip in the opposite direction with its origin as node 51 and destination as node 53 with a predefined path of 51 − 1 − 4 − 7 − 8 − 53. OBU 6 (as a searcher) met the opposite candidate vehicles OBU 2, OBU 3, and OBU 5 at G51, G1, and G8, respectively. The received information by OBU 6 (as a searcher) is shown in Table 7 . At G53, OBU 6 (as a candidate) met OBU 1 (as a searcher), and OBU 6 transmitted information, which was used by OBU 1 to select its best route (in comparison with its predefined path) to node 51.
Specific tests have been conducted for evaluating the performance of the V2V technology against Google Maps. These tests were conducted at three different times to consider various traffic conditions. The average length of the travelled routes was 5 km with link speeds ranging from 60 to 80 km/hr. The routes consisted of 5 nodes on average. The test results indicated that the difference between Google Maps and the true travel times could range from 1 to 30%. Google Maps overestimated the actual travel times in 78% of the studied cases and underestimated the actual values in 22% of the cases. The average difference between Google Maps and the actual travel times was 14.82%.
The presented solution can be easily installed in any vehicle. It uses V2V communication, and as such, it alleviates all potential problems of complete network failure. Also, the solution can be easily integrated into any autonomous or conventional vehicle. In fact, it is built as a stand-alone system, and all it requires is a power connection to a vehicle battery.
IX. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the technology behind the development of the integrated embedded technical system for the real-time deployment of the RG algorithm by Hawas and El-Sayed [10] (OBU) and its laboratory test results were discussed in detail. For designing the OBU with specific hardware and software configurations, detailed functional system analysis was performed, and the technical system requirements were identified based on the input, processing, and output algorithm standards.
From the requirement analyses, the system design was carried out, and OBUs were built with reliable hardware, firmware, and database configurations. Six OBUs were integrated with a reliable processing module, GPS module, and communication module. Such OBUs can be easily installed in conventional vehicles to perform real-time RG.
To validate the efficiency and working conditions of each OBU, various tests were performed, and the OBUs' functionalities were tested individually. All the test results proved that the developed OBUs successfully perform their intended functionalities as per the RG algorithm standards.
To characterize the real-time behavior of the OBUs in different real-time hypothetical situations and network configurations, four different real-life scenarios were emulated in a lab environment, and the working model of the OBUs was tested by employing the RG algorithm. The test results showed that searcher vehicles were updated with the least travel time routes under the restricted geo-fence communication range at intersections.
The presented solution of V2V-based RG has many advantages, including less computation complexity, processing time, and required bandwidth compared to fixed infrastructure or centralized systems. As the exchanged information size is very small, and the system is efficient in sharing the information in restricted boundaries, the scheme can be integrated with any existing message standards that are currently used for creating vehicle safety cooperativeness [32] , [33] . Based on the promising results obtained from the test-bed scenarios, the proposed system was deployed on real-world roadways and tested in two different urban cities (one in India and one in UAE). The results and analysis of other real-life deployment tests are to be discussed in future research papers.
Future research will include more detailed comparative analyses of the presented system with existing centralized systems such as Google and TomTom. Furthermore, varying the geo-fence dimensions has implications on communication requirements, possibility of data overflow, and solution effectiveness. This requires detailed study to capture the effect of varying the geo-fence range and to identify its optimal compromised value in light of the underlying network congestion levels. 
